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If, then, I were asked for the most important advice

I could give . . . I should simply say: in the name of God,

stop a moment, cease your work, look around you.

                                                 Leo Tolstoy
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their six year-old answering

Boring crap

Yankee pitcher

referring to tripling as

hitting close to home

the Brit depicting

demolition derbies as

smashing good times

asked Who’s first?,

their English prof responding

Silent W

the Jamaican

noting his Kingston address

is Mon
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canceling

her teen’s scheduled manicure:

She OD’d last night 

physics prof learning

the coed’s shoes cost more

than his suit

a young girl stating

her father is a doctor

at John Sopkins

the bride’s parents,

both battling lymphoma,

adjusting their wigs

three-year-old twins’ Mom

calling her daughter Cuddles,

her son Psycho
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hit at his twenty,

college halfback landing

at his sixteen

optimistic child

discovering her blood type

is B positive

imagining

the members of Devo

training Whippets

asking the priest 

if there are senior discounts

for exorcisms

baseball player

referring to the ump as

a count manager
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Baltimore ER . . .

counting the number of folks

giving up, leaving

Baptist boy fretting

the Book of Numbers contains

long division

the attorney

regarding annulments as

I do undoers

preemie twins’ parents

choosing to name their babies

Nico and Nicki

cancer survivor

cursing herself for carping

about the weather
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his blind date

revealing that her nickname

is Attention Whore

her blind date

revealing that his nickname

is Numbnuts

the beautician

characterizing liars

as make-up artists

young boy mistaking

the football player’s mouth guard

for a binky

young boy assuming

the hockey goalie’s mask

is worn to frighten
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anxious teen’s father

recommending gardening

over counseling 

Uncle Max noting

a money belt is where

cash goes to waist

their young nephew

calling his underwear stains

leftovers

at the buffet . . .

two seniors with canes brawling

over the last shrimp

Yale law student

feeling uncomfortable

ordering a torte
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at Fenway . . . a child

frets, hearing there are big bats

in the Sox dugout 

Ma making believe

she is not listening as

the newlyweds fight

the IT prof

terming tearjerker movies

e-motion pictures

for emphasis,

their immigrant aunt noting

the doctor he-self

her longtime boyfriend

noting engagement can mean

an armed battle





It’s all a matter of paying attention,

being awake in the present moment,

and not expecting a huge payoff.

The magic in this world seems to work

in whispers and small kindnesses.

                              Charles de Lint
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feline-hating child

pointing out cat rhymes with

drat, splat, rat, and gnat

a fourth grader

asking her Dad if a brat 

could be unspoiled

leaving the toilet,

their eight year-old commenting

Smooth as silk!

leaving the toilet,

their ten year-old proclaiming

A personal best!

elderly man

learning his cancer surgeon

is his grandson’s age
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a young girl asking

Two of what? after her Dad

shouts Grow a pair!

twin boys debating

which they’d prefer in their house:

lice, wasps, or leeches

ER patient

noting the mattress spring coiled

around his scrotum

ER patient

noting the Krazy Glue

stuck to her nipples

ER patient

noting the knife in his back

plunged by Aunt Mavis  
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married six decades . . .

still calling his spouse

My bride

married six decades . . .

still calling her spouse

The hunk

two woodworkers

dubbing their soft rock duo

The Carpenters

three proctologists

calling their hip-hop group

Public Enema

four psychiatrists

naming their art rock band

Pink Freud
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destitute elder

chiding the raging teen:

You too young to hate!

Joan and Ernest Pye

nicknaming their baby boy

Quentin Todd, QT

Beth and Sidney Dahl

nicknaming their baby girl

Quelle Patrice, QP

ten-year-old wordsmith

asserting he much prefers

shat to shitted

post-eulogy . . .

Grandpa judging the praise:

Too much and too late
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the prof paring down

most of his student’s essay

on editing

two thugs quizzing

each other on plot lines

from Law and Order

two farmers testing

each other on characters

from Seinfeld

two priests challenging

each other on quotations

from The Sopranos

the obstetrician

viewing childbirth as 

labor intensive
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history class . . .

a sixth grader responding

Karlo Marx

English class . . .

a seventh grader stating

David Coppertone

geography class . . .

an eighth grader writing

Hoover Damn

art class . . .

a ninth grader answering

Hablo Picasso

mythology class . . .

a tenth grader replying

Panhandler’s Box
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the mobster’s doctor

informing him his cancer

is most aggressive

the vet asserting

Bambi should be subtitled

A Whitetail’s Tale

English tutor

defining semi as

half in advance

PowerPoint lover

writhing through a nightmare

about blackboards, chalk

her spouse explaining

he should not have been left

unsupervised
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sundowning Grandpa

calming down listening

to Pachelbel

sundowning Grandma

calming down watching

The Golden Girls

out of Crest,

a child brushing his teeth

with Comet

fourth grade boy

describing his sister as

kinda not ugly

sixth grade girl

describing her brother as

brain-dead but useful
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mid-surgery . . .

his waiting wife and children

playing Risk

asked what neat means,

the drunkard’s young daughter

stating Without ice

the prof noticing

when he looks a tad annoyed,

his T.A. panics

child with celiac

in a French bakery

trying not to cry

Nana explaining

why people who take Prozac

are cowards
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cancer patient’s Dad

counting the scalp stitches

of his five year-old

cancer patient’s Mom

tickling the hairless pate

of her three year-old 

Flint receptionist

finding Michigan in

answering machine

Fresno zookeeper

finding California in

African lion

Denver sushi chef

finding Colorado in

avocado roll
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dying man praying

all four sons will come

to his funeral

painfully shy boy

fearing he is destined 

to be a hermit

Aunt Paige cancelling

her therapy appointment...

out of eye shadow

Uncle Butch nixing

his therapy appointment...

curling on TV 

the shrink’s father

calling antipsychotics

meshuggeneh meds
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over breakfast,

two child psychiatrists

discussing dread

over lunch,

three GI specialists

discussing gas

the pre-K child

informing Grandpa Izzy

what hangry means

Grandpa Izzy

informing the pre-K child

what kvetch means

his wife rejoicing

in now using the past tense:

I had cancer
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Valentine’s Day fight . . .

crushing the torn-off petals

of his rose bouquet

her child asking

why is abbreviation

such a long word

the bride’s mother

referring to the groom as

Dr. Son-in-law

his adult daughter,

phoning at 9:00 p.m., asks

Did I wake you?

Aunt Maude portraying

Matryoshka nesting dolls

as full of themselves
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his date confiding

she talks fast when anxious . . .

and when relaxed

college junior

regarding ATMs as

twenty-somethings

gravely ill elder

telling her beloved nephew

she hates his new wife

gravely ill elder

telling his adored niece

her piercings are vile

pig meat tycoons

describing themselves as

squealer-dealers
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State of Mind

Learning that Georgia

is a popular name for

baby girls in Atlanta,

an eight-year-old boy

residing in Concord

suggests christening 

his newborn sister

New Hampshire
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asked in the ER

What brings you here?, the elder

responding Some van

oncologist’s child

assuming the Lone Ranger

was Chemo Sabe

wondering

at what point his wife moved

from frank to nasty

wondering

at what point her spouse moved

from odd to creepy

telling her teen

his every thought and feeling

need not be shared
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at the swimming pool,

his three stout uncles vying

for Best Cannonball

longtime GI nurse

nailing the diagnosis

with one sniff

Father Doyle’s t-shirt

displaying the message

Priest Mode On

Rabbi Kahn’s t-shirt

displaying the message

Totally Kosher

Pastor Smith’s t-shirt

displaying the message

The Sermonator
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Texans in Brussels

learning too late chevaline

is horse meat

Danes in Louisville

learning too late lamb fries 

are testicles

first grade speller

describing silent letters

as real cruel

podiatrist

informing her young son

she revives soles

cardiologist

informing his young daughter

he mends broken hearts
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in the hospice . . .

the old woman whispering

Am I ready?

in the hospice . . .

the old man shouting

Beam me up!

fifth grade trombonist,

having run out of slide oil,

smearing on butter

fifth grade trombonist

employing the spit valve

as a weapon

their teen questioning

are Mounds, Snickers, and Twix

finger foods
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family picnic . . .

Harvard freshman setting fire

to Gramps’ MAGA cap

her Irish neighbor

explaining why Pat McCrotch

is hysterical

the jazz lover

introducing his grandkids

to Ella, Louis

out of nowhere,

their preteen Ben insisting

on being called Rex

baseball manager

pointing out yodelers make

pitching changes too
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Variety

With a brother Gary,

An uncle Geoffrey,

A cousin Cynthia, 

An aunt Catherine,

A step-sister Gina, and

A best friend Gabrielle,

Thirteen-year-old

Barbara Babbitt

Wishing there were

Both hard and soft B’s
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asked which job he’d like,

her twelfth grader responding

Demolition

mid-operation . . .

the brain surgeon telling

psychiatrist jokes

Name the seasons, Pop . . .

the child’s Dad, a chimney sweep,

stating Busy, slack

on the back

of his bald head, Cousin Garth

getting eyes tattooed

the chess player

referring to castling

as a rookie move
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apologizing

to her atheist teacher

for saying God bless

his wife renaming

her negativistic aunt

Ms. No-It-All

their four-year-old niece,

hearing Don’t drink and drive,

queries How ‘bout milk?

on her deathbed

pondering which child will give

the worst eulogy

asking his parents,

both lawyers, who’ll defend him

in traffic court
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